Analysis Datasheet
Exosome RNA-seq Analysis

Overview
RNA-seq is a high-throughput sequencing technology that provides a
genome-wide assessment of the RNA content of an organism, tissue,
or cell. Small RNA molecules have been increasingly found to play
an important role in genetics and are likely critical for the extracellular
signaling function of exosomes. Maverix Biomics Exosome RNA-seq
analysis uses open-source tools and includes quality assessment, read
alignment, transcript abundance estimation, and differential expression
analysis (Figure 1). Small RNA molecules included in the analysis are
ncRNAs (miRNAs, tRNAs, rRNAs, lincRNAs, piRNAs, snoRNAs), antisense transcripts, coding genes and repeat elements (LTR, LINE, SINE,
and tandem repeats). Results are provided as visual representations,

Figure 1. Overview of the exosome RNA-seq analysis pipeline.

including interactive tabular and heat map views linked to an integrated, private version of the UCSC Genome Browser.

them to remain grouped through the analysis. The sample name will

This datasheet describes how to launch an exosome RNA-seq analysis

also become the root name for output files generated during analysis,

and reviews the results produced by the pipeline. For an overview of

allowing you to distinguish them in the File Library for later download.

the platform interface, please see the Quick Start Guide.

Additionally, the sample name will be the name that distinguishes

Configuration
After uploading data and choosing Exosome RNA-seq Analysis 1.8
you will be ready to configure and launch an analysis (Figure 2).
Analysis Name
Create a unique, informative name for this instance of the analysis.
The name will appear in the Analysis Execution History on the Explore

genome browser tracks and other analysis output visualizations, such
as tables, plots and heat maps. The characters in a name are limited
to alphanumeric, underscore, and period.
Edit
Click Edit to change the sample name and input files before starting
the analysis run.

tab and should be a name that will distinguish it from the other analy-

Organism

ses in your history.

Select the organism and reference genome to use for sequence

Add Samples

alignment.

Click Add Samples to begin choosing files for the analysis. You will be

Spike-in

taken to the sample entry interface, which will allow you to name the

For calibration and quality assessment, sequencing runs often use a

sample and pick the associated FASTQ files including paired-end files

spike-in, which is a control library generated from an organism with

and additional replicates. Once you have added a sample to the anal-

a small, well-defined genome, such as the PhiX or a bacterium. If a

ysis, click Add Samples again and continue adding samples until the

spike-in was used during sequencing, use the Spike-in pulldown to

dataset for analysis is complete. The name you select will become

select the appropriate control library from the menu. These reads will

the base name for all of the replicates of that sample and will allow

be counted and filtered out during quality assessment.

Figure 2. The main configuration screen for the exosome RNA-seq analysis.

Platform
Select the sequencing platform that was used to generate your raw
RNA-seq reads. Choices include Illumina (NextSeq 500, HiSeq 2500,
HiSeq 2000, MiSeq, Genome Analyzer IIx) or Ion Torrent (Proton).
This information is used to choose the correct adaptor sequence to
use for trimming and filtering as well as to select the correct quality
thresholds for filtering and trimming.
Launch
Once configuration is complete, click Launch to begin your analysis.
The progress of the analysis can be monitored in real-time by clicking
on the Explore tab.

Analysis Overview and Outputs
Quality Assessment
Open source tools used in this step include FastQC, FastqMcf,
PRINSEQ, Bowtie2, SAMtools, and Reaper.

Figure 3. FastQC per base sequence quality score plots before and after
filtering and trimming.

Raw reads are trimmed and filtered based on quality as well as to
remove adaptor sequence and spike-in controls. The scores used
for trimming and filtering are specific to the sequencing platform.
The processed reads are then again assessed for quality. Plots are
generated of per base quality before and after trimming. Proportion
of unique reads (i.e. non-duplicates) is also measured.
Per base quality
Plots of quality scores are generated by FastQC for each sample
before and after trimming (Figure 3). The pre-trimming plots show
the quality scores of raw reads for each FASTQ file included in the
analysis. The post-trimming plots show the quality scores of the reads
after pre-processing, which includes removal of adapters, removal
of N’s at the ends of reads, and filtering based on overall read quality
and length.
Sequence Read Quality Assessment
Summary data is presented for the proportion of reads removed due

Figure 4. Sequence read quality assessment.

to the presence of adaptor, low quality, and spike-in (Figure 4).

Number of Reads Pre and Post-Quality Filtering
Number of reads remaining after quality assessment is presented
(Figure 5). Number of unique reads is also measured and reported.
Read Alignment
Open source tools used in this step include Bowtie, SeqPrep, SAMtools, and BEDTools.
Trimmed reads are merged into pseudo single-end reads using
SeqPrep and then mapped to the reference genome using Bowtie.
Summary data and downloadable BAM files are then produced (Figures 6 and 7). The BAM files are deployed to the integrated UCSC
Genome Browser for visualization in a genomic context with public

Figure 5. Number of reads pre- and post-quality filtering.

datasets.
Abundance Determination
Open source tools used in this step include SAMtools and R.
Following alignment annotation files are used to determine how many
reads map to each genomic feature. Custom scripts are used to
produce raw numbers of reads mapping to each transcript, which
are used as input for DESeq differential analysis and are available for
download. The proportion of reads that map to different types of
small RNAs is displayed in pie charts (Figure 8).
Differential Expression
Open source tools used in this step include R and Bioconductor
package DESeq.
DESeq is used to calculate fold change and statistical significance
for all differentially expressed genes across all samples. Results are
shown as volcano plots as well as in an interactive heat map or table
linked to the UCSC genome browser. DESeq results can also be
downloaded directly. Short Interspersed Nuclear Elements (SINE),
Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements (LINE), and Long Terminal
Repeats (LTR) LTR RNAs are excluded from differential expression
analysis. P-values are corrected for multiple comparisons.
Volcano Plot
A volcano plot shows fold-change and significance for every gene

Figure 6. Read alignment summary results.

(Figure 9). Plotting points in this way allows the user to identify both
the magnitude and significance of differential expression for all genes
for a particular sample pair. P-values are corrected for multiple comparisons and are considered significant if p < 0.05.
UCSC Genome Browser
Expression data can be viewed within the integrated UCSC Genome
Browser, which allows for comparison to public databases (Figure
10). RefSeq gene annotations, miRNAs, and other data tracks available in the public version of UCSC Genome Browser are pre-loaded
for the target organism. Gene coverage can be visualized on a per
treatment or per replicate basis. Additional documentation can be
found at http://genome.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/help/hgTracksHelp.
html.

Figure 7. Read alignment summary results and BAM downloadable link.

Heat Map
The heat map displays expression data and is integrated with the
integrated UCSC Genome Browser (Figure 10). The magnitude of
differential expression is distinguished by color with red representing increased expression relative to the control and blue showing
decreased expression relative to the control. The intensity of color
indicates the degree of the difference. Hovering over the heat map
reveals the gene names, symbols, and chromosomal location in the
reference genome. By clicking the gene symbol within the pop-up
window the locus information can be displayed from a variety of
sources including NCBI GenBank, miRBase, GtRNAdb, Human lincRNA catalog, and Rfam. Clicking on a gene feature in the heat map
will load the gene locus in the integrated UCSC Genome Browser.
By clicking the settings tab the heat map display can be modified in
variety of ways (Figure 11).
•
Figure 8. Percentage of reads mapping to a variety of small RNA types.

Samples. Sample names can be modified and choice of control
can be altered.

Figure 9. Volcano plot.
Figure 11. Display settings can be customized in the Heat Map or Table
View display.

Figure 10. Visualize mapping data in the UCSC Genome Browser with
integrated Heat Map.

Figure 12. Table View of differencial expression results.

•

Sorting. The genes in the heat map can be sorted based on
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Open Source Tools Used

BEDTools1 version 2.17.0
Bowtie2 version 0.12.9
Bowtie23 version 2.1.0
DESeq4 version 1.10.1
ea-utils5 version 1.1.2-537
FastQC6 version 0.10.1
PRINSEQ7 version 0.20.3
Reaper8 version 13-100
R9 version 2.15.2
SAMtools10 version 0.1.18
SeqPrep11 version 1.0
UCSC Genome Browser12 version 0cd5d4 (commercial license)
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